I. Call to Order and Opening Business

The board met in executive session from 9:14 AM to 12:38 PM EDT. The open session was called to order by the Chair at 1:25 PM PDT.

a. Roll Call / Establish Quorum

Twentyone members were present, constituting a quorum: Laura Prives (KPFA), Tracy Rosenberg (KPFA), Dan Siegel (KPFA), Ken Aaron (KPFK), Rodrigo Argueta (KPFK), Lydia Brazon (KPFK), Summer Reese (Chair, KPFK), Teresa Allen (KPFT), Jessica Apolinar (KPFT), Wesley Bethune (KPFT), Bill Crosier (Vice-Chair KPFT), Nia Bediako (WBAI), Carolyn Birden (WBAI), Kathy Davis (WBAI), Alex Steinberg (WBAI), Campbell Johnson (WPFW), Kimory Orendoff (WPFW), Marcel Reid (WPFW), Bruce Wolf (WPFW), Heather Gray (Affiliates), Efia Nwangaza (Affiliates, Secretary).

One member was excused: Andrea Turner (KPFA).

Also present: Jon Almeleh (Pacifica National Technical Director), Otis Maclay (Pacifica Web Administrator) and members of the public.

Audio Recording: The audio for this meeting can be accessed at KPFTX.org

The agenda is available in pdf form at KPFTX.org

Public comment, including an anti-death penalty sung duet, was heard for eleven minutes.

[Audio Part 2]

A RESOLUTION BY THE PACIFICA NATIONAL FOUNDATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS CALLING FOR AN END TO THE DEATH PENALTY IN THE UNITED STATES of AMERICA
WHEREAS, the Pacifica Foundation was founded in 1946, with national headquarters in Berkeley, California, and operates Pacifica Radio Network; the oldest public radio network in the United States. The Pacifica Network is a group of five independently operated, non-commercial, listener-supported radio stations, known for its progressive/liberal political orientation and a program service supplying over 150 affiliated stations with various programs, primarily news and public affairs;

WHEREAS, the Pacifica Foundation’s mission statement calls it to work for peace and social justice, by engaging in activities that shall contribute to a lasting understanding between nations and between the individuals of all nations, races, creeds and colors; to gather and disseminate information on the causes of conflict between any and all such groups; and through any and all means compatible with the purposes of this corporation to promote the study of political and economic problems and of the causes of religious, philosophical and racial antagonisms;

WHEREAS, the death penalty has been determined to be a fundamental human rights violation by international legal bodies and human rights organizations and in the United States has often been found to be the result of unfair judicial procedures, racial injustice, economic disparities, and is inherently contrary to the basic principles of a society that seeks social justice and peace;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the Pacifica National Board calls upon the federal and state governments of the United States of America to abolish the imposition of the death penalty on all persons under their jurisdiction and further that Pacifica radio shall continue to reflect this resolution in its broadcast programming.

The Pacifica Board of Directors consent and agree that the above corporate resolution was made and unanimously approved at its September 2011, Washington DC in-person meeting.

After Allen left the room the resolution was passed without objection.

The meeting adjourned without objection at 1:45 PM EDT.

Respectfully submitted by Efia Nwangaza, Secretary
John P. Garry III, Recording Secretary
(these minutes were approved on November 10, 2011)